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Abstract 

Currently, mobile applications can be developed with two ways, native or hybrid 

applications. In this paper, we develop representative mobile application, social network 

service application, in both of native method and hybrid method to evaluate with the 

application at the aspect of development cost and performance cost. There are two key 

factors in developing mobile applications; the one is user interface design, and the other 

is efficient utilization of device capabilities such as various sensors, cameras, network 

interfaces. The UI composition time and networking performance are experimented with 

developed applications. From the results, we identify that the UI for hybrid applications 

had better to develop with dynamic composition nature, and mobile device capabilities 

had better to be done aggregately when these are used in hybrid applications. 
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1. Introduction 

During last five years, mobile devices, such as smartphones, and tablets have been 

much more popular than traditional desk-based devices such as personal computers and 

lap-tops. Since iOS has released with iPhone smartphone in 2007, and Android has 

released with various smartphones and tablets in 2008, the most popular Operating 

Systems running on the computing devices has become mobile operating systems. 

Accordingly, the more applications are running on the mobile Operating System than 

desk-based Operating Systems.  

The development of mobile Operating System-based application has become popular. 

The application program that runs on smartphones and tablets is called mobile application. 

The mobile applications are typically developed and operated according to their Operating 

Systems, and are usually available from the application distribution platforms, such as 

Google Play, Apple App Store. The popularity of mobile applications has continued to 

rise, as their usage has become increasingly prevalent across mobile phone users [1]. A 

May 2012 comScore study reported that during the previous quarter, more mobile 

subscribers used apps than browsed the web on their devices: 51.1% vs. 49.8% 

respectively [2]. 

Different from the developers of desk-based applications, developers of mobile 

applications should consider the constraints of mobile devices, such as a wide variety of 

screen size and hardware specifications, due to the intense competition in mobile systems 

within each of the mobile platform. There are two key factors in developing mobile 

applications; the one is user interface design, and the other is efficient utilization of device 

capabilities such as various sensors, cameras, network interfaces. The mobile user 

interface design (UI Design) is one of the essential processes among the development 

issues. Mobile user considers constraints and contexts, screen, input and mobility as 
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outlines for design, and interacts with their device with UI components and some actions. 

Thus, the objective of the mobile UI design is primarily for understandable and user-

friendly interface design.  

Current development mobile application is dependent on running Operating Systems 

and corresponding framework, and accordingly mobile application development [3] 

requires use of specialized integrated development environments. The developed mobile 

application can be run only the platform that it was developed, not on the different 

platform. The applications built for a specific platform with the platform Software 

Development Kit (SDK), tools, and language provided by the platform vendor is called 

Native Application. For example, a mobile application developed with Android 

framework is not run in iOS framework. The development of mobile application as a 

native method is good for performance since it can fully utilize the availability of 

development kit and resources of mobile system with the help of kit and API. However, 

the development time and cast may increase, since we have to develop and make 

differently for different platform with same application. 

On the contrary, there is application that can run on different platforms with single 

development with the help of web technologies. A Hybrid Applications run on the mobile 

devices with the development of web technologies such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript, 

with inside a native container. It leverages the device’s browser engine to render the 

HTML and process the JavaScript locally. Therefore, the UI design and implementation 

can be relatively easy with HTML script and CSS technology. However, the mobile web 

has limitation to access to low-level capabilities of devices. A web-to-native abstraction 

layer enables access to device capabilities that are not accessible in web engine, such as 

the sensor devices, camera and local storage [4]. The representative web-to-native 

application frameworks are Sencha Touch[5] and jQuery Mobile[6].  

Although the one-source-multi-platform capabilities is possible with Hybrid 

Application development, it has performance degradation, in comparison with Native 

Application, since the user interface developed with HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript is 

relatively heavier than native development, and web-to-native abstraction layer of hybrid 

application gives additional overhead to utilize device capabilities. The key two factors of 

developing mobile application are affected by Hybrid Application. 

To compare the strength and weakness of Hybrid Application and Native Application 

in mobile systems, in this paper, we develop representative mobile application in both of 

Native method and Hybrid method, and evaluate with these applications at the aspect of 

development cost and performance cost. A Social Networking Service is an online service, 

platform, or site that focuses on facilitating the building of social networks or social 

relations among people who, for example, share interests, activities, backgrounds, or real-

life connections [13]. In developing Social Network Service application, especially, we 

focus on user interface design and network interface operations to evaluate performance 

cost. Since UI responsiveness and interface is one of the key factors, we consider the UI 

design factor, and the network capabilities of mobile device is one of the most essential 

factor among many of device capabilities, especially for mobile applications such as SNS. 

By evaluating with these two developing method, we can identify the strength of 

mobile application development methodologies, and the feasibility of development 

approaches of mobile applications, whether native application is better or not than hybrid 

application in some cases, or vice versa. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, background and 

related work is described. The developed native and hybrid mobile SNS systems are 

described in detail in Section 3, and its performance evaluation and comparison are 

described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. Background and Related Work 

In this Section, the backgrounds and related work are described. At first, we 

explain the difference of native application and hybrid application in the aspect of 

development environment and impact for mobile application, especially for UI 

design and usage methodologies for device capabilities . Then the background 

technical issues of developed representative mobile application for experimental 

comparison between native application and hybrid application is introduced. 

Native application is developed by native software development tools and 

languages provided by the platform provider. Among many platform providers, we 

focus on Android platform since Android is dominant platform in the world 

currently. Android uses the Dalvik virtual machine (VM) to execute and contain 

programs in Java. Dalvik is modified version of Java Virtual Machine for mobile  

embedded systems [11]. Based on the Dalvik, Android provides a comprehensive set 

of development tools and software frameworks including UI, network interfaces, 

device capabilities, libraries, and so on. The Application Program Interfaces (API) 

provided by Android framework gives sufficient repository for developer to 

implement their idea to application with full utilization of device capabilities. 

One of the most popular development environment for hybrid application is 

PhoneGap [9,12] development framework, which is purchased by Adobe Systems in 

2011 [7, 8]. The PhoneGap enables developers to build mobile applications with 

HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript, not to use platform specific APIs provided by 

platform provider. The languages are oriented by web technologies to describe web 

contents and UI interfaces easily with simple script expressions. In the PhoneGap 

development framework, making mobile application with these is possible by 

wrapping up of HTML and JavaScript source codes from the platform framework of 

the mobile devices. The results for wrapping these codes from platform are hybrid 

application, which means that they are neither purely native application, nor purely 

web application. In addition to PhoneGap framework, the standard JavaScript 

library is required to describe precisely of mobile interfaces. There are two main 

libraries for mobile application, jQuery Mobile and Sench Touch. jQuery Mobile is 

a touch-optimized mobile framework and JavaScript library, currently being 

developed by the jQuery project team. The development focuses on creating a 

framework compatible with a wide variety of smartphones and tablet [6]. Sencha 

Touch is another user interface JavaScript library or framework, specifically built 

for the mobile application. It is fully based on web standards such as HTML5, CSS3 

and JavaScript. 

As part of the development process, mobile user interface (UI) design is an 

essential in the creation of mobile apps. Mobile UI considers constraints & contexts, 

screen, input and mobility as outlines for design. For Android native application 

development, each UI components can be generated by Java source code provided 

by Android libraries. In addition to Java code, Android has the ability to utilize 

XML to perform UI components for many standard tasks. The Android XML 

schema is highly flexible and may be used in combination with code, exclusively, or 

not at all, without loss of performance overhead. On the contrary, HTML5 tags and 

JavaScript descriptions of UI components are embedded in web engine that is 

integrated in device platform, so conversion is required to be displayed into the 

screen from Script expression to UI components by the wrapper of web engine, 

which might generated overhead of latency and user interaction. The other essential 

consideration part of choosing development environment is how to utilize device 

capabilities such as network interface, device storage media, and several sensor 

devices including location sensor, camera sensor, and accelerometer sensor. Since 

current mobile applications usually dedicated focus on mobile use like 
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communication, location-based services, requiring mobile device capabilities. 

Moreover, mobile applications likely utilize cloud computing systems for higher 

networking operations like message pushing, data backup, and storage. Thus, the 

ability to use device capabilities well is one of the key issues for developers to 

implement their idea to mobile applications. 

In this paper, we chose representative mobile application to compare native and 

hybrid application is mobile social network services. Mobile social networking 

service is the networking that individuals converse and connect with each other 

through their mobile device. A current trend for social networking service is to give 

their users instant and real-time access from their device with very UI components. 

The advances of mobile devices are able to use social networking activities with 

advanced UI components and advanced access from networks. However, a lot of 

social network service applications suffer from developing and maintaining of their 

applications for user to use with high quality. This is not only the platform related  

developing cost, but also performance issues for user latency and IO operations with 

device components including network and storage media. 

From next section, the development issues for social network service application 

are described in detail for both of native application and hybrid application. For 

native application, Android platform and framework-based development is uses, and 

PhoneGap and Sencha Touch libraries are used for hybrid application development. 

 

3. Design and Implementation of SNS Mobile Application 

In this section, the detailed design and implementation issues for developing native 

application and hybrid application is explained. At first, we describe overall architecture 

of SNS mobile application designed in this paper, and then the comparison points for 

native and hybrid application are dealt. Among many implementation issues, we focus on 

implementation methodologies for UI components and request transmission and receive 

methodologies via networking interfaces. 

 

3.1 Overall SNS Applications  

Usually, a mobile SNS application gives personal bulletin boards to each user to update 

their personal activities and share these with friends. The updated contents of bulletin 

board are broadcasts to other users who connect with each other to notice the updating of 

activities. In addition to that, private communication channels between each users or 

groups of users are provided to communicate each other. The implemented Mobile SNS 

applications are composed of the described features of SNS application, which has 

personal user profile, friends list, timeline newsfeeds space called blog, and messaging 

with text, voices, or video. The user profile manages private user information such as 

affiliation, phone number, and so on. The personal timeline space shared user timeline 

space for updating personal activities and sharing these with friends as a blog manner. 

Chatting service gives messing and communication channel between friends of group of 

friends. The overall architecture of designed SNS application is described in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Overall Architecture of Mobile SNS Application 

In the SNS service system, server is required to network operations. Since network 

operation is HTTP request-based in our SNS application, we have set up web server with 

Apache, and PHP is used to implement client service, and the back-end, database server is 

also present. All the information of user in SNS system is stored with a database table. 

The overview of client and server system of SNS application, and database table for 

maintaining user information is described in Figure 4. Database table consists of members, 

chat_list, board, and userID table. Members table manages personal information of each 

user, chat_list table collects all the chatting list of each user and group of users, board 

table manages the personal blog’s information for each user, sharing of friend’s 

information. Lastly, userID table is used for relationship between users. For each user, it 

has chatting list having chatting partners, and friend list which connect to, so with this 

information, Server can interconnect users for blogs and chat histories. 

 

 

Figure 2. Developed Mobile Client and Server System, and  Database Table 
in SNS Application System 
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3.2 UI Components 

In native application, especially Android native application, design and implementation 

of user interface uses similar UI components and concepts of Java user interfaces, 

however there are several differences between native Java UI and Android UI.  All user 

interface components in Android applications are built using View and ViewGroup 

objects and each component is defined as a hierarchy of View and ViewGroup. The 

ViewGroup can be defined with layout making visual structure of each component. For 

easy making up UI elements, Android framework provides two ways to define layout and 

UI elements; implementing java native code to instantiate layout and elements at runtime 

and declaring elements with XML format.  

Android UI elements can be implemented with programmatically with java code, or 

XML description. One of the problems of UI implementation for native application is 

downing the readability and increasing the complexity for source code, developing of 

GUI application is more difficult than developing web-based UI application, as well. For 

Android, making up UI with XML can give easy understanding of UI hierarchy of 

ViewGroup by separating the UI description from programming source code. Also, XML 

description is very readable in comparison with native source code and developer can 

modify UI without modification of source code. The basic UI elements and widget are 

provided by Android framework. Based on the basic Android framework, custom design 

of UI elements is possible to show more fancy UI description.  

Some UI developments of native SNS application are described in the Figure 2, which 

includes login, and registration, personal newsfeed, friends and write new activities. In 

our native application, almost all UI elements are described with XML and some UIs are 

customized.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Subset UI Appearances Implemented for Android Native 
Application 
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On the contrary, HTML5 markup language and JavaScript uses for developing UI 

elements in hybrid application. HTML5 is a core technology markup language of the 

Internet used for structuring and presenting content for the World Wide Web. The 

strength of user interface design with HTML5 and JavaScript is that many UI developers 

are already familiar with these languages and easy to develop many UI elements with 

these. It can be argued that there is less of a learning curve when developing hybrid 

mobile applications compared to native applications [4]. However, the weakness of UI 

with hybrid applications is that the UI logics is build and run in the web browser using 

emulated web engine framework, resulting in extra layers of abstraction to display these 

UI element in display device of mobile systems. 

We develop UI elements with HTML5 and Sench Touch JavaScript libraries with 

Phonegap framework environment. The developed storyboard of UI is described in Figure 

3.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Subset of UI Appearances Implemented for Hybrid Application 
with Sench Touch 

3.3. Network Request Transmission and Receive Methodologies 

In our development, network operation is HTTP request-based in both of native 

application and hybrid application, and the request type of transmitting and receiving 

JSONP [14], where JSONP is usually used in JavaScript programs running in web 

browsers. Thus, there is no problem to use JSONP in hybrid application, and Android 

provides JSONP libraries to convert JSON data to and from Java string format with 

library APIs. In the server system, we deploy Node.js to provide client’s request, where 

Node.js is an event-driven architecture and non-blocking I/O API to enhance throughput 
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and scalability. The both of developed SNS applications do network operations based on 

this Node.js and JSONP data request type, via HTTP requests. 

In the SNS application, network operation is one of the most frequently used 

processing types, where updating of personal activities to blog, viewing other users 

activities, chatting with others are all communication operations. The figure 5 and figure 6 

represents an example of implementation of networking operations in native application 

and hybrid application, respectively. In native application, HTTP request APIs are used to 

communicate, and JSONobject library is used to parse JSON object data. The JSON and 

HTTP request is used with more nature in hybrid application since it is oriented from web 

system and JavaScript. The request format is transferred to server via web-engine directly, 

so which is a little overhead of web packing of framework around the web-engine. 

 

 

Figure 5. An Example of HTTP request in Android Native Application 

 

 

Figure 6. An Example of JSONP request with JavaScript in Hybrid 
Applications 

There is critical technique for transmitting and receiving data in mobile systems, called 

push technology. Push presents a request for a request transaction is initiated by the 

central server not client. The push technology is key for mobile system, since it can 

reduce networking overhead at although the communication systems. In the SNS 

applications, the push technology is required in many parts of application, which includes 
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notification of news feed update, notification of getting chatting message, alert of request 

for friend registration, and so on.  

In Android framework, the push can be performed with Google Cloud Messaging 

which enables developers to send data from servers to mobile application, so in our 

application we implemented push technology with Google Cloud Messing in the required 

area. In web-based system, HTTP server also provides server push technologies. The 

server push technology is applied to our hybrid application to push data from server to 

mobile client. Figure 7 depicts a method of pushing chat message from one client to other 

users via server. When a user transmits a data to server, the server pushes this data to 

other people participate the chatting room as a broadcast manner, than the users can get 

chat data as a push manner. 

 

 

Figure 7. Tramission and Receiving of Chatting Data in Group of Chatting 
Room 

4. Evaluation 

With the developed native and hybrid application, we have evaluated and compared the 

performance, specifically user response time for UI pages and latency of communications 

between mobile devices. The experimental devices we use are Android smartphone 

devices, Galaxy S3 and Galaxy Tab 10.1. The Galaxy S3 has Quad-Core 1.4GGz Cortex-

A9 embedded processors with 1GB DRAM. With these devices, we had two experiments. 

The first is estimating UI pages composition. During experiments, we generates from 10 

to 1000 UI pages which is related with personal news feeds and updates these to blog, in 

which one feed consists of image and text. While doing this, the UI composition time, 

which is the time from login to completion of UI pages with a fixed number of data, are 

measured. The experimental Results for UI page composition in both of Native and 

Hybrid Application are plotted in Figure. As shown in the figure, the UI composition 

times for native application are lower than that of hybrid application, throughout the 

experiments, almost half level. For hybrid application, although making up UI page is 

easier than native application, web engine and external framework layer for UI 

composition has noticeable overhead still in the current high-end mobile device. In our 

experiments, UI is made up all at once for each UI page, which is not good approach, 

since the UI composition time increases according to the number of UI elements, as 

shown in the figure. To reduce UI time, it is better to make UI dynamically not make all 
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the UI statically at once, which can be done with dynamic HTML loading, for hybrid 

application. 

 

 

Figure 8. Experimental Results for UI Page Composition in both of Native 
and Hybrid Application 

 

 

Figure 9. Experimental Results for Network Operations in both of Native and 
Hybrid Application 

In the second experiments, the response time for data communication are measured. 

We generates transmission data at the unit of news feed contents from 10 to 1000, and the 

data are transferred from server to mobile device, and during the experiments, response 

time is measured. The experimental results are plotted in Figure 9 for both native and 

hybrid applications. Likewise previous experimental results, there is data communication 

overhead for hybrid application, which is from the web-engine framework layer for 

hybrid application. All the other device capabilities give similar overhead in hybrid 

application. Therefore, the overhead of making hybrid application exists in the current 

state of mobile systems, however, is can be better for the near future, where device 

capabilities are advanced, as well as hybrid framework is advanced. 
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5. Conclusion 

There are two kinds of developing mobile applications, native and hybrid application. 

The applications built for a specific platform and language provided by the platform 

vendor is called Native Application, while, hybrid applications run on the mobile devices 

with the development of web technologies such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript, with 

inside a native container. There are two key factors in developing mobile applications; the 

one is user interface design, and the other is efficient utilization of device capabilities 

such as various sensors, cameras, network interfaces.  

In this paper, we develop representative mobile application, social network service 

application, in both of native method and hybrid method to evaluate with the application 

at the aspect of development cost and performance cost. In developing, we focus on user 

interface design and network interface operations. The UI composition time and 

networking performance are experimented with developed applications. From the results, 

we identify that currently native applications have almost double the UI composition 

times and networking overhead in certain conditions. The UI for hybrid applications had 

better to develop with dynamic composition nature, and mobile device capabilities had 

better to be done aggregately when these are used in hybrid applications. This gap will be 

reduced with the advanced web technologies as well as advances of device capabilities in 

the near future. 
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